
 
 

Silver Rose – Liz Lane: feedback 

Lydbrook Band, Ian Holmes, Robert Hardy CBE, 9 November 2014,  

Bristol Museum and Art Gallery 

 

AUDIENCE SURVEY FEEDBACK: 

“The use of the Bristol Museum for the music was inspired. It was good to see museum visitors 

walking and chatting quietly also obviously enjoying the music.” 

  

“Perhaps it will be repeated?” 

 

“a "memorable" experience!” 

 

“Superb music, superb performances, well deserved applause for 'Silver Rose' - music and 

Robert Hardy's narration brought tragedy and hope of WWI poems to life.” 

 

“I thought it was great! Robert Hardy was excellent - the band, conductor and Silver Rose were 

all brilliant!” 

 

“Ms Lane's composition is beautiful. All the performances were faultless and strong so that 

engagement with the audience was intense.” 

 

“The band were fantastic” 

 

“It was very professional. Liked the way that the two halves of the concert were organised; part 

entertainment, part act of remembrance with audience participation. A very enjoyable but 

dignified event.” 

 

“A wonderful event, band excellent, Robert Hardy was the right choice for the narration. The 

composer interpreted the poems beautifully. A most enjoyable afternoon.” 

 

“Wonderful to be present at such a unique event!” 

 

“Excellent band and good choice of music.” 

 

“The event has so much to offer . And with talks, concerts or films the whole of Bristol should 

be proud that a fantastic free or a little fee event was on offer to educate us in this year about 

or past” 
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“It was a wonderful experience held in a beautiful building. It didn't matter that the museum 

was still open as I found people milling around added to the atmospere” 

 

“A very well run event and impressive performance” 

 

“The whole concert was excellent but the performance of the new piece Silver Rose was totally 

inspiring and very emotional.” 

 

“Excellent” 

 

“Absolutely amazing . The whole band played exceedingly well and as for the silver rose piece 

that was fabulous!!!!! The time that took to put the poems to music must have taken an awful 

lot of planning, it was well thought out and with the changes in the music from soft to loud you 

got a feeling of what those solders felt in the war .” 

 

“An outstanding event; beautifully presented and performed, very moving. the Arts Council of 

England commission have been so successful.” 

 

“It was a privilege to be part of the Silver Rose experience. I found it extremely moving and felt 

very emotional. The band were excellent, so talented. I watched each individual playing and 

marvelled at the crescendo of sound produced by their United efforts. They were expertly 

conducted by Ian Holmes and the respect they had for him was evident. I think Liz Lane an 

accomplished composer and her pieces complimented Issac Rosenberg's poetry, beautifully 

read by Robert Hardy” 

 

“I've heard brass bands before but nothing quite like that.” 

 

“The whole experience was very moving. The band were excellent and well conducted. The 

music selection was well chosen and silver rose very well put together. Very pleased I attended 

All very talented. 

I went mainly because of the Rosenberg poetry connection. The readings by Robert Hardy were 

excellent but I wonder how many people at the event knew anything about Rosenberg. Two 

descendants of his were there and I think they should have been introduced. The music was 

good as well." 
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TWEETS: 

“If you've never sat in the front row of a brass band concert, I can thoroughly recommend it 

#immersive”                                                                                                                                               

(Phil Gibby, Area Director South West, Arts Council England) 

#Silver Rose @bristolmuseum brilliantly realised by the immaculate playing of #LydbrookBand 

& the glorious tones of Robert Hardy – great team                                                                                                                                

(Phil Gibby, Area Director South West, Arts Council England) 

“Liz Lane’s Rosenberg song cycle #SilverRose performed @bristolmuseum tonight – a real 

cultural highlight of #2014                                                                                                                                                                                     

(Phil Gibby, Area Director South West, Arts Council England) 

“World premier @bristolmuseum last night of top class #SilverRose ‘a musical response’ to 5 

poems by #IsaacRosenberg, war poet killed 1918.”                                                                                                                       

(Dave Worthington @worthies) 

“Congrats, Lydbrook Silver Band on your performance of the new music “Silver Rose” narrated 

by Robert Hardy. Fantastic job.”                                                                                                                                                     

(Speech House Hotel @speechhouse @DeanWyeTourism) 

“Today Lydbrook Brass Band performed Silver Rose by Liz Lane for #bristol2014. Splendid.”         

(IdeasFestivalBristol @Festivalofideas)  

“Beautiful remembrance concert at @bristolmuseum #RemembranceSunday #poppypride 

#brassband #beautiful #NeverForget”                                                                                                                                                     

(Joe Colley @JoeColley) 
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EMAIL: 

“….very brilliant and moving work…. The rendition by Robert Hardy and the playing by The 

Lydbrook Band were both splendid, and Shelley and myself thoroughly enjoyed the whole 

performance and thank you so much for the copy of the score”.  

 

“I so enjoyed the composition - absolutely beautiful and compelling.  Thank you so much.”  

 

“I thought Silver Rose was outstandingly good... a real cultural highlight of 2014 for me.”         

 

“....a fantastic event, which everyone really enjoyed.  Although I don’t really know much about 

music, I found your commission really moving.”                                                                             

 

“fabulous”   

 

“Wow!  The recording is fabulous – what a performance!  The acoustic, the narration, the 

brilliant playing of the band and the whole atmosphere all adds up to something really special.” 

 

“It was both easy and unsettling and had a fragility that was echoed in Robert Hardy’s stark raw 

haunting impressions – the bloody madness of it all in ‘Returning We Hear Larks’ !!! It was a 

special performance with a silky smooth brass band and we were very moved throughout....”  

 

“An extraordinarily powerful piece and a great privilege to be at the first performance. The 

venue, band, Ian and Robert Hardy all superb.”                                                      
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FACEBOOK: 

“So satisfying to be part of the concert yesterday; one of 20+ events, artworks, exhibitions, 

pieces of writing that we commissioned as part of Bristol 2014 - Robert Hardy was awesome as 

was the playing of the Lydbrook band; Liz's piece was very moving.”                                   

“A truly memorable performance, very moving.”                                                                      

“An outstanding event; so moving.  Well done Liz and Ian!”                                                   

“It really was a rather magical afternoon and performance. Mr Hardy making every word of the 

narration come alive. The band sounded wonderful….”                                                                     

“A super fantastic remembrance concert in Bristol museum, the world premiere of Silver Rose 

with Mr Robert Hardy narrating was amazing, huge congratulations to Liz Lane.”                         

“In all the years, no, decades, I've been playing with Lydbrook Band, no afternoon concert has 

come close to being such an experience as the one I had the privilege of being in today. The 

occasion, the location, the music,were all incredible. Liz Lane you are a composing genius. Ian 

Holmes a conducting supremo. Robert Hardy (Cornelius Fudge/Siegfried Farnon depending 

what age group you fall into!) an acting legend. Thank you one and all.”                                

“Brilliant concert this afternoon. Fantastic venue, wonderful occasion and a stunning premiere 

of Silver Rose by the amazing Liz Lane. A performance made even more special by the narration 

from 'Cornelius Fudge' from Harry Potter, aka Robert Hardy - what a legend.”                         

“….a superb concert tonight at the Bristol Museum. A fantastic performance of the world 

premiere of The Silver Rose by Liz Lane, narrated by Mr Robert Hardy.”                                    

“This afternoon i had the pleasure of playing with my friends at Lydbrook Band and suddenly all 

the hours of practice, the driving to and from the forest twice a week made perfect sense. 

Amazing concert at Bristol Museum, yet another stunning piece of music from Liz Lane, how 

you conceive the overall picture astounds me... The hard work of Ian Holmes and the evocative 

narration from Mr Robert Hardy explains why we do this hobby!!! Thank you one and all.”  

 

 

Silver Rose was commissioned by Bristol City Council with funding from Arts Council England. Part of Bristol 2014 - Bristol's 

programme marking the centenary of the start of the First World War and looking at other conflicts that have had an impact on the 

city over the last century. www.bristol2014.com 
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